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Everybody’s Talking
Pyramid crazy: Andrey and Victoria Vakhrushev from 
the village of Istinka near St. Petersburg, Russia, are 
enamoured by the Great Pyramid of Giza. In fact, they 
are so captivated by the ancient structure that they built 
a replica in their backyard. While much smaller than the 
original, the couple’s creation is still a sight to behold. 
They thoroughly researched the project and applied 
similar specifications to scale. They ended up using about 
400 tonnes of concrete blocks. Finding a contractor took a 
while, but eventually one agreed to take on the job

Sculpture garden: Xilitla, San Luis Potosi, in north 
central Mexico is the home of Las Pozas, a surrealistic 
sculpture garden. It was the brainchild of the late Edward 
James of England and was built between the 1960s and 
1980s. A wealthy man, James loved orchids, and he 
grew many varieties on his Mexican property. However, 
everything was wiped out in a hailstorm in 1962. That’s 
when he started building his tropical campus of interesting 
sculptures, with the help of his Mexican friend and 
foreman, Plutaco Gastelum. There are over 30 rock and 
concrete sculptures left today, going by such names as The 
Staircase to Heaven.

Tea time: It may come as a surprise that, in a tea-loving 
locale, the oldest tea shop in London began as a coffee 
shop more than 300 years ago. Today, the cafe is called 
Twinings Tea Shop, but when it opened three centuries 
ago, it was called Tom’s Coffee House. It was started by 
Thomas Twining, who was in the business of importing 
commodities, including tea and coffee. His shop became 
known among his aristocratic customers to have some of 
the best tea in the city. Today, the shop still stands at 216 
Strand, and the name “Twining” has gone down in history 
as a popular brand of tea.

Vertical cave: A deep cave in Mexico is called Sótano 
de las Golondrinas (Cave of the Swallows). Located in 
the forest in Aquismón, San Luis Potosí, this open-air 
cave shaft is over 370 metres (1,200 ft.) deep, and even 
deeper in some spots. Its name stems from the brightly 
coloured parakeets and swifts that settle down along the 
walls at night. In the morning, all the birds fly up and out 
of the cave, making a spectacular sight. The Cave of the 
Swallows also attracts human visitors who enjoy extreme 
sports. They jump in with a parachute or spend a full hour 
rappelling to the bottom using specialized ropes and gear.

Quoteable Quotes
“There shall be eternal summer in the grateful heart.” 
—Celia Thaxter
“Human relations are built on feeling, not on reason or 
knowledge.” —Amelia E. Barr

What’s Happening
Winnipeg Children’s Access Agency Volunteer 
Opportunity Visitation Monitor We require 3 shifts a 
month to supervise visits between children and parents. 
Volunteers would supervise visits, intervene when necessary  
document visits. Located at 385 River Ave. Find out more 
or apply online at wcaa.ca or call 204-284-4170.

NON profit organizations may submit events for 
FREE at https://coffeenewswinnipeg.com/whats-

happening
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Trivia
1. What is naan?
2. A catamaran has one hull or two?
3. Finish this adage: “You reap what you -----------.”
4. A shipping vessel is often referred to as he, she, or it?
5. On what type of apparel would you find spurs?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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